2016 Annual Report

The Quinn Madeleine Foundation relies entirely on donations and fundraisers. During 2016, nearly 650 supporters helped us offer Awareness for Hope and create Memories for Life.

What We Accomplished

Quinn's List Wish Kids, making Memories for Life at Disney, private concerts, hot springs and hot tubs for the families of Mykel, Jase, Kit, Noah, Anniston & Clayton

Sponsored Camp Snuggle for 21 affected children during NTSAD Conference

Launched the first-ever Niemann-Pick Types A & B Diagnostic Carrier Testing Program

Attended the National Tays-Sachs and Allied Diseases Foundation and the National Niemann-Pick Disease Foundation Conferences

Hosted various fundraisers:
2nd Annual Feel the Breeze 5K & Fun Run
Hamilton Raffle, Bad Moms Private Screening

Thank You

The Quinn Madeleine Foundation relies entirely on donations and fundraisers. During 2016, nearly 650 supporters helped us offer Awareness for Hope and create Memories for Life.

$10,000 +
The Papadimitriou Family
Electromatic Equipment Company
The Hirata Family
Memorial Junior High School
The Perdomo Family
PM Pediatrics
(In Memory of) Quinn Schiro
Stern Projects LLC
Thomas Carney

$1,000 - $4,999
All Round Foods Bakery Products
Cablevision
Electrical Training Course (ETC)

On January 10, 2016, we lost beautiful Quinn Elizabeth Schiro. In an incredible act of compassion, Quinn’s parents Colleen and Jeff designated The Quinn Madeleine Foundation for donations in her memory. Quinn’s legacy and love was demonstrated by the more than 40 people who gifted nearly $5,000. We honor the responsibility of keeping Quinn Schiro’s memory alive with every Quinn’s List Wish Trip we plan.
$500 - $999
(In Honor of) Alpha Omega Pi-5k
Brooklyn Audiology Associates, PC
Stephanie Chambers
(In Honor of) Lainey Devirgilis
Feldman, Kramer & Monaco, PC
Lisa Foster
(In Honor of) Kent-Romann Wedding Guests
The Linzer Family
(In Memory of) Quinn Madeleine Linzer
Merrill Lynch
Mimi's Creative Kids
Morgan Stanley-The Franklin Avenue Group
Munoz and Associates, LLC
Patricia O'Gara
O'Gara Group LLC
(In Memory of) Barbara Pascale
James Pascale
River Mill Tavern & Tables
Keri Romann
Michael Romann

$250 - $499
Amazon Smile
Jill & Tom Barrett
Andrea & Gary Bromley
Patrick Durand
(In Honor of) Ultan Gallagher-5k
Gray Wealth Management Group
The Harvin Family
The Horton Family
The Keller Family
Stacey Koerts
Labrador Friends of the South
The Mastrane Family
Matthew J Nolfo & Associates
Christina Menashe
The Palleschi Family
The Pignataro Family
Marie Pizarro
June Raben
Robert Ura
Valley Stream Central Class of 1996
John Vitale
The Weinkauf Family

$100 - $249
The Almonte Family
Jina Arafat
Leyla Bandy
Destiny Braddock
Brenmac Tavern Inc.
Nicole Brisotti
David & Marilyn Bromley
Allison Byrne
Heidi Byrne
Lori Byron
Erin Carney
Jillian Catalanotti
Channelside Academy of Math & Science
Annette Cimato
Jeanine Clausen
Tara Colonna
Maryann Cox
Myrna & Michael Cummins
Jim Crawford
Cruisers of South Florida
Emily Curley
Jason D'Alessio
The Daniels Family
Dana Spivack David
The Davis Family
Candace and Martin Dellacona
Jennifer and Chris Denker
Brittany & Matt Devirgilis
Donya Dickerson
Jennifer Dimao
Carol & David Donoho
Alan Dorfman
Family Resource Center LLC
Ashley & Michael Fizzarotti
The Gallagher Family
Judy & Bruce Gold
Linda Herman
Hillsborough County Sherrif's Office
Joshua Horowitz
Jayne Hums
Tara Hutchison
Jenny Joyce
Joshua & Adi Kaner
Peter Kase
Susan Kent
William Kienke
Mary Kirby
William Li
David Linzer
Sherry Linzer
Chris Lynch
Robert and Katie Lynch
The Macquire Family
Beth Manitsky
Marcia & Kevin Martin
Adriana & Douglas Mascari
Patricia Mascari
Geoffrey Matthias
Daniella May
Brendan & Patricia McBrien
(In Memory of) James T. McGee
Sean and Meghan McLoughlin
Brian Messinger
Janice & Gary Mills
Keith Moore
The Munao Family
The Munoz Family
Ken and Maryann Munoz
Deborah Nagler
Colleen & Gerry O'Brien
John O'Gara
The O'Leary Family
Heidi Palazzola
Lori Pellegrino
Marianne Pensa
Rachel Pinotti
S M Quintana-Acosta
Lisa Rankin
The Reisert Family
Donna Rosen
The Santoli Family
Diane and Albert Schuman
Marcia Simpkins
LtCol Randall & Deborah Smith
Kara Spinelli
Jackie Standle
The Stanton Family
The Stradkowski Family
The Thienachanya Family
Diana Tjaden
Emily Van Ingen
Gary & Cheryl Wagner
Marilyn Wankel
Kami Weininger
Noelle Wengler

THE quinn madeleine FOUNDATION
PO Box 721 • Lynbrook NY 11563